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LIBERTY VIRTUE, AND
SELF-DEVELOPMENT:

y argument is fbr the zecessary C[>niilna-tjnn
of' rnaIlitirs
eth--:I
'- ----its. It is therefore at odds with clae moriern resolve to divorce
- A -

politics, as desci-iptiiie science, f'ro~iiprescriptive thinking, oii the "'isought" distinction. In the beginning of modernity, 44130 years ago, the
realpolitik initiative was expressly the resolve to rid politics of moral
ideals and confine it to %hat Machiavelli termed ueriin ffitmalp, and
what Hobbes termed "unvarnished facts." This disjunction was institutionalized in classical liberakism's distinction between the "'public
sector" and the "private sector," the former being the sphere of politics and the latter the sphere of morality. And the disjunction has
lately been perpetuated by positivism's bifurcation between the objectivity of socio-political lalss, and the subjectivity of the moral inchnations and disinclinations of persons as individuals.
Given the predication of' political modernity upon the disjunction
of politics and mor-alitj; to reopen the q~aestionof their interrelationship ~voulelbe quixotic if the consequences of the ?-eaipolitik, classical
liberal, and positivistic initiatives, as we live them
were reasonably gratifying or satisfactory. Wu; I believe they are demonstrably
unsatisfactory and in respects which directly refiect, and therefbre
call into question. the bifurcation of politics and moralit).
As we understanci it today iiberty is a political concept rvhich has
scrupulousl) been cleansed of rnsrai connotations. i t is, as ive say,
"negative" in tivo senses. It is negative in the sense of' representing
"heedom from" rather than .'freedom for;" and it is understoocl as a
right rvhich is negative, by ~vilichx\.e mean a right to ahste~ltionsand
not to performances by others. Liberty is ~inderstrirrdas the condition
in ithich (he individual is rzot srlhject to coercion b) other persons or
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by human ins:itr!tiu-ns. Historically it was the right to liberty in this
sense that Ivas the telling Tveapon in the enterprise to enfranchise the
individual against the collective authorities of church and state, identifying the do~ninanttheme in political modernity as "the rise of the
individual." But as Michael Oakeshott s a x . there were from the start
vremoniticjns of future trouble i n this enfranchisement, for there
l,b-e?-e
many "~vhofound therrlselves invited to make choices for themselves in matters of belief, language, conduct, occupation, relationships and engagements of all sorts, but who could not respond. T h e
old certainties of belief, of understanding, of occupation, and of status I e r e being dissolved not only for those who had some confidence
in their abilitj. to inhabit a world c o ~ n ~ o s eofd autonomous individuals (or ~vhoLad some determination d3 so) but also for those who
by ciicumstances or temperament had no such confident deternzination."'
Modernity has nevertheless witnessed a substantial achievement of
liberty in the Western democracies; yet today liberty is everywhere endangered, and the trouble can be recognized as those early premonitions cited by Oakeshott. coming" home to roost. The threat to liberty comes not from ignorance of it but from knowledge of it, and not
from external agencies which seek to extinguish it, but from the relinquishment of it by those who possess it and the rejection of it by
those who might have been expected to aspire to it. It is being exchanged on the one hand for ideological servitude, and on the other
hand fbr distributive 'benefits, and the burning question in both cases
is, Why? H will try to show that the answers in both cases embody fundamental fallacies, but also that the fallacies embodied in the reiection of liberty are generated by the foundational realpolitik fallac; of
conceiving of Iibertv in independence of morality.
Those who trade libertv for ideological
servitude assume at least
"
that they are free to do so with impunity, and at most chat they are
obligated to do so by the absolute moral character of the ideology in
question. The legitimating supposition in either case is false, but it is
endorsecl bv the rights-~rimitivism
of classical liberalism. For if libu
erty is a right, and rights are primitive in the logical sense of being
underisled, then liberty can be traded with impunity. The reason for
this is that exercise of a right is not obligatory; included in the concept
of a right is one's freedom to forego his exercise of the right. To
choose servitude is to choose to forego the exercise of one's rightful
libertv in ~ e r ~ e t u i tbut
v . this too is a choice one can make with impunity in a rights-primitive framework. Why persons in large numbers should so choose is not hard to see if we compare the security of
dependence with what Michael Oakeshotc identifies as the "notorious
risks"' of self-responsibility. I think we see this in its proper light
~ v i ~ ewe
n recognize the developmental fact that no h u r ~ a nbeing is
born autonomous and self-responsible. Every person is in the first
stage of his life a dependent being in whom subsists the potentiality
for becoming an autonomous and selflresponsible individual. Devel&
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oprnentally this means that toward the end of one's obligatory dependence one is likely to be coinfortable with the terms of one's dependence and skilled at enacting them. On the other hand one's
autononay is one's introduction into a wholly novel world, to be navigated at first only by the clumsiest groping. There is, then, a distinct
attractiveness to regression and developmental arrest. It occasioned
only momentary surprise in Nietzsche's prophet when his news of the
death of Got1 only produced in his hearers the denland for newlyinrrented gods to obey." Nietzsche himself was a moral individualist,
and thus well-armed with arguments to deplore the rejection of liberty in favor of perpetuared dependence. But where liberty is conceived as an exclusively negative freedom, as it is in the tradition of
modern political liberalism, then its exercise is strictly non-criteriological, and the choice to exchange iil for perpetuateci dependence is
faultless.
T~lr~aing
to the exchange of liberty for distributive benefits, the failacy it embodies is what I will term the distributivist fallacy of supposing that all benefits cap be conferred. If all benefits can be conf e r r e d , then a n irresistible temptation exists to conceive of
government as a vast distributive agency whose paramount functiora
is to f~iIfi11the needs and gratify the desires of citizens. The irresistibility arises from the inevitable problematicity of individual initiatives. As John Dewey says, "The distinctive characteristic of practical
activity one which is so inherent that it cannot be eliminated, is the
uncertainty which attends it."-' Famously Dewey identifies the Greek
metaphysics of incorporealized, changeless essences and eternal
truths, and also Christian soteriology, as compensatory myths arising
from the uncertainty of practical life. But there is a third compensatory myth generated from the same source, namely the modern welfare-statist myth of government as the guarantor of benefits lvhich
persons can only problematically self-provide.
Here is the place to begin to speak of the virtues. In one important
aspect, the virtues are the personal resources by which individuals
qua individuals can in significant measure overcome the uncertainty
of practical life and enjoy significant success at achieving their ends.
This is most evident with such of the traditional virtues as courage,
fidelity, and wholeheartedness, but our extended argument is that it
is no less true in the cases of justice, temperance, honesty wisdom,
generosity, and love. For example, wisdom in the classical Greek
meaning importantly includes the ability to distinguish in oneself between true and false desires, right and wrong desires. And one of the
severest impediments to the gratification of one's true desires is one's
distractability iia this undertaking by false desires. It was in recognition of this that Dernocritus is reported to have plucked out his eye
when it follorved a passing rvoman, rvhile he -izlasengaged at his studies. (There is no suggestion in the tale that he iVouldhave done the
same thing had his studies been in a condition in ~vhichhe could leave
them fr>r a time.)
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Or corlsider Love-not: h ~ i i ' ~ ' ~
ineits
~ ; Clil-ibtia~~
b ~ int its classicaI
Greek meaning. A 3 Socrates, Piato, and Aristot!e make a b u n d a ~ r t i ~
clear; h i e is a dei-elopxent, It begins in self-love. ~vhich,however, by
EiD means pl-eciubes but is instead the precondition of love of others.
As self-love Irs object is not the acr~ialbut the ideal self, i.e. the innate
potentiality in each person xvhich it is that person's respolxsibility to
clisco1:er anid progressively actualize. Eros is the energy of actraalizationi associatecl with right aim, and is thus a cardinal resource in the
armory of the indisidua! by ivhiclm to overcome obstacles and therebj.
diminish the probiermaticity of practical activity. But we must postp o ~ cotnsideration
e
of ociier virtues and trust that the present point is
sufficientiy made for our irnnlediate purpose.
i n their aspect as personal I-es~urces,
the virtues outfit individuals
to more ei'fectively achieve their ends, thereby diminishing the uncer~aira~ies
of practical life. But in the iirst place the uncertainties can
only be diminished, not removed; and in the second place, these resources can only be acquired by persons through extended h a r d
work. Ef the ends rvith respect to ~ v l i ~ cthe
h virtues are (in one aspect)
rrleans can be conferred upon persons, them the arduous enterprise
the virtues is gratuitous, and the objective becomes that
of acquirinc
a.
of corlsrructllmg the distributive agency.
Perliaps, as has been argued by von hfises, Hayek, Oakeshott, Tibor TvIachan, and ethers, the notion of'governnrent as a beneficent distributive agency contains arm internal contradiction which blocks its
realization.
the fallac-; I want ta., iav
h21-e is the supnnsition
that
--I --r--=
benefits can be conferred. 1 will put the sksprerrle question as it was
pmsented Epon the :;-agic state of Hdlcilic Greece, but I do so in the
helief that dais same question lies unarticulated beneath much cormternpora:-p alienation and anomie. Does it matter that you and I lis.e?
Will natter tEma~you and H have lived? The answer of Creek eudairllonlsm is that it matters and will have mattered if wre Live lives of
: ~ hBut
. v:o:.ih must be e a r ~ e dit, cannot be conferred. The cask of
living a itorthy Ikk is a job, a piece of ~mrk,namely the ~7orkof progressiveb actualizirrg the distinctive porenrial excellelice subsistia~g
"
within us as a yoee~tialie~.
and distingisishinzg each of us as the indiis arduous but intrinsically rewarding.
vidual t e or she is. T h e ;e**~o~-k
The intrinsic rewards are the virtues themselves in another aspect
(and in this aspect virtue is righdp said to be its owla reward). As Aristotle says, no person ~rllohas experienced these rewards will trade
then? for rewards of any otIrer kil1d.j Arid like the objecti:!e xvorth of
actualized personhood, these re~vardscannot he conferred but must
be earned.
Let nie return now to the fallacy alletded to earlier in the exchange
of individual liberty for ideological servitude. If liberty is a right, and
rights are IvgicaEiy primi~ive,or as Ronald Dworkin insists, "axiorizatic",Vhen this exchange can be made ivith inapunity. But from the
eudai~mronisticstarrdpoint rights a r e not logically primitive. In the
mbnin~aiconception of personhood what is IogicaBiy primitive is not

rights but responsibilities, beginning with the f~inciarnentalrnoral resporlsibility of every person to discover and progressively actualize
his or her ciisti~lctivepotential excellence. Rights derive from responsibilities by the logic that "ought" implies "caa-i". If a person ought to
discover i n d progressively actualize his distinctive potential excellence, and if such self-discovery and self-actualization bas necessary
conditio~ls,then he or she is entitled to those conditions. Notice that
this conception "takes rights seriouslfl in D~vorkin'sphrase, for to
take rights seriously means to affirm their- izlalienabilirp True to the
classical liberal tradition, Dworkin supposes that this can be done
only be axiornatizing rights in a rights-primitive conception of man.
But sights are also inalienable when they are entitlements to necessary
conciitiorls of inalienable responsibilities. Our main point here is that
if liberty is a necessary condition of inalienable resyor~sibilitpthen it
camlot ~vithimpunity be exchanged for ideological servitude. ab so
exchange it is to default on one's fundamental rnoral responsibility.
Returning once again to the fallacy of supposing that all benefits
are conferrable, we have by adopting a eudainllonistic perspective introduced the idea that the highest rewards which life affords nlust be
earned and cannot be conferred. But to understand the illusion of
conferrability it is important to recognize that eudairnonism is a developmental perspective. Thus Aristotle, for example, cautions that
nothing lle says in the S i c h o ~ ~ a c i ~Elhics
e t l ~ is applicable to children or
youths. The earned benefits of self-actualization presuppose the autonomy of individuals, and no person is born autonomous. Fron-n
birth persons may be said to possess the potentiality for autonunly,
but every person in the first stage sf his life is a dependent creature.
It is upon the external authority of parents and community that the
child is dependent for language, for concept-formation, for judgments, for the principles of conduct which lift his behavior out of randomness, for his repertoire of functional feelings, and incleed for his
very identity. In this stage and by the very nature of depelldence itself, benefits cannot be earned and must be ancl are conferred. Deveioprnental9y, then, the belief that all benefits are conferrable represents the thesis that persons are dependent children, notjust in the
first stage of their lives, but from the beginning of their lives to the
end. And this is precisely the assumption of the realpolitik initiative
with tvhicli political modernity begins. Iii Hobbes famous rvords persons have a life that is hy nature "nasty and brutish."' Before him
Machiavelli laid the realpolitzk cornerstone by cfeclaring that "one can
make this gelleralization about men: they are ungrateful, fickle, liars
~
and deceivers, they shun danger and are greedy for p r o f i ~ . "What
rrulpolitik did Lsas to build social order out of this understanding of
persons. It did so by teaching persons to conceive of themselves in excllrsively economic ternis as selfish utility-maximizers. As A.O.
Hirschman documents in his book, T12p Possi~'tzsund the Interpsts, the
16th and 1'7th centuries witnessed a striking "semantic drift" by which
such terms as "interest", "enterprise", and "~vorth"becan~econ-
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stricted in their meaning to "economic interest," "economic enterprise," and "economic v:orth."" Social order was generated from the
fBct that, he he prince or peasant, so long as a Inan pursued his economic self-interest, his behavior became predictable.
T h e genius of r-r~alpolitikin building social order out o f a conception
of human being which corresponded to "the unvar~aishedfacts," in
Hobbes's uhrase, is not to be denied. Indeed. realbolitik is faultless in
its choice of starting-place. But by its non-de\elopmentai conceptio~l
of hurnali being, the social order it constructed was such as to ensure
that the human life which was nastvi and brutish should remain ever
such. To put this in Aristotelian-de~elopl~tental
terms, the first stage
of life subsequent to childhood dependence is devoted to what we
ivould today term utility-maxi~nization;it is what we ~vouldterm the
economic stage, and acdording to Aristotle it contains no llrtue or excellence.10But beyond it is the socio-political stage which is the stage
of the moral virtues, and beyond this is the philosophical stage which
is the stage of the intellectual virtues. I n light of developnlental
knowledge today there can be no question of slavishly follorving Aristotle's format of the stages, but his basic point remains telling,
namely that political modernity has coi~spiredto produce developmental arrest in the first, or economic stace,
and that with resuect to
u
this stage, the amputation of morality from politics meets with no resistance, for in this stage moral initiatives are merely latent.
The illusion. of. the conferrabilitv of all benefits has been fostered
by the econom;st:c conception of man upon which poli'lica! modernity
was founded. Frona the standpoint of economics as the science which
quantifies vaiue, vaiue is rransferrabie; ic is exchange vaiue. This
eradicates the disri~actionbetween earned benefits and conferred
benefits, fbr the unit of exchange value is monetary, and the money in
one's possession represents the same purchasing power, no matter
whether one has earned it, found it, or received it as a gift. But to generalize an exclusively economic conception of man, realpoliiik had to
overturn the ancient ,no?-a1 doctrine of intrinsic, non-transferrable,
earned rewards which had received new currencv in Renaissance humanism and the so-called via moderns." It did so bv a slow but relentless redefinitiov of benefits which rendered them distributable.
Consider "happiness." I n Aristotle's meaning it is activity in accordance with virtue, and must be earned. In the modern meaning,
happiness is "pleasure in the long run," or "a sum of pleasures,"
where "'peasure" is the feeling of gratified desire. If what we desire
is economic in the sense of distributable. as reulbolitik teaches. then
happiness is conferrable, for our desires can be gratified by awards
by others or by distributive agencies.
Another telling example is afforded by the concept of "worth."
Fl-om the eudaimonistic standpoint, fundamental moral motivation
srabsises in all persons and consists of the aspiration to live a life of
worth, where living a life of ~ u r t hconsists in self-discovery and progressive self-actualization. This motivation is neither selfish nor al'
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truistic, but is instead a unity from which "egoism" and "altruism"
are subseauentlv extracted and develo~edas abstractionist fallacies.
Eudaimonistically, worth is to be earned by self-actualization, and as
objective, is oJ worth to and for whomever is capable of appreciating
and utilizing it. But in Hobbes we find the famous redefinition according. to which "The value of Worth of a man is, as of all other
things, his price-that is to say, so nluch as would be given for the use
of his power-and therefore is not absolute but a thing dependent
upon the need and judgment of another."" It is the Hobbesian spirit
at work today when B. F. Skinner economistically identifies "dignity"
as being in no sense intrinsic to the person who possesses it, but instead awarded as a distributable c o m m ~ d,i t v . ~ ~
I will conclude on the modern redefinition of benefits with a note
on the progressive devolution of the concept of justice to an exclusively distributive justice. Eudaimonistically, justice is first of all not
"recipient" but "productive", and centers in each person doing what
he or she does best and finds intrinsically rewarding to do. Distributive justice derives from this through the indispensable concept of deS P T ~ .On the face of it what lve mean bv desert ti!! recuires to be
1
earned, and for this reason many modern theories ofjustice endeavor
to disregard it. But modernity's striking enterprise of redefinition is
in this case epitomized inJohn Ra~vls,for as Wallace Matson has been
the first to point out, A The09 of Jzlstice makes desert a distributable
commodity,I"
First Rawls disposes of the ground of desert according to eudaimonism. That ground is the innate potentiality within every person
which it is his or her responsibility to discover and progressively actualize. Desert has both a lower limit and upper limit. Its lower limit
is the desert which inheres by virtue of pure unactualized potentiality; its upper limit is entitlement to the distributable goods whose potential values can be actualized by virtue of the actualized potentialities of the individual. The foundation of this thesis is the recognition
s f potentiality as responsibility. Rawls disposes of it by regarding potentialities as benefits, unevenly distributed by the "natural lottery" of
birth. As benefits they are not merely non-deserved but undeserved,
a n d require "to be somehow compensated f ~ i - . "But
' ~ Rawls retains
the concept of desert and furnishes it with a new foundation in connection with his "difference principle." He says, "At this point it is
necessary to be clear about the notion of desert. It is perfectly true
that given ajust system of cooperation as a scheme of public rules and
t h e expectations set u p by it, those who, with the prospect of improving their condition, have done what the system announces that it will
rewarcl[,] are entitled to their advantages. In this sense the more fortunate have a claim to their better sitkition: their claims are lepitim a t e expectations established by social institutions, and the comm u n i t ) is obligated to meet them. But this sense of desert
presupposes the existence of the cooperative scheme ..."lfi
It takes but a moment's thought to note the striking transformation
CJ
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which is wrought by Kawls. That desert is the product of the just system means that Ralvls's conception ofjrrstice is logically independent
of desert. Moreover desert cannot here be a criterion of good government, as it is for Aristotle, for as bIatson observes, Rawlsean desert is
the creation of government." Desert is here distributed, as worth is
distributed by Mobbes, and dignity by Skinnen; as the re~vardfor accepting the terms laid down by the social system. The reason that
Rawis, here as elsewhere, finds the prima facie intuitive suppol-t upon
which he re1les.l"~ that Wa~vls'sreaders are tlre end uroducts of 408
years of conditioning in political theory based upon a rights-primitive
conception of man, and r i g h t s - p r i n i t i establishes a fundamental
recLflrmt orientation by which, not merely benefits, but the very selfidentity of persons is'conferred. Developmentally, a recipient &entation is appropriate to the essential dependence of the first stage of
the life of a l persons. Here the paramount question necessarily is,
What shall I receive? But adolescence marks the disulacement of this
question by the prin~acyof the question, What shall J do?, with consequent exchange of a rights-primitive for a responsibilities-primitive
frame~vork.Consonant with uolitical modernitv, as a whole. Rawls
does not acknowledge the development of' autonomy out of dependence, and what he means by autonomy turns out to be the internalization and .troluntary errdorsement of the terms of dependence.
If tje IIOM' undertake to rectify the realbolitik conceution of nlan
with which modernity began by introduciig the responiibility for the
development of persons, the right to liberty exhibits new-found significance. It exuresses the thesis and the determination that this deve:P?opmPnt
is to be the crJf-deveionnl~nt
nf il-dit~idLlals,
1a:ith respect to
IJ"'"'"'
which political liberty is a paramount condition. But this conceptio~l
of individuality as moral development is a eudaimonistic doctrine.
T h e reason that man thus conceived is zoo^ bolitikotl, is that this development has necessary preconditions, some ofwl~ichcannot be selfsupplied by persons as individuals, and are therefore social conditions. As Professor Fred D. hliiier has uointed out. to foilo~vAristotle
in identifying man as zoolz politikov is not necessarily to imply the apparatus of the modern state, for in AristotIe the concepts of politics
and the polis are not clearly identified ~vithwhat we ~vouldterm the
political state as distinguished from the social community.'" ?'here
are serious questions of responsibility and authority here, but to try
to answer them at this point would be premature. What must be done
first is to denlollstrate the uaramount irnuortance of the self-development of persons as individuals, while recognizing that the imperative of self-development applies to all persons, and not an elite few
who are privileged by the "natural lottery" of birth. What follows will
he an attempt at such demonstration, by conraecting the virtues of the
self-development of which political liberty is a paramount condition.
Eudaimonistically coi~ceived,the virtues are not a number of
things \vhicl~they have regularly bee11 mistaken to he. In the first
place they are not innate dispositions given to some but denied to 0thI
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ers by the "natural lottery" of birth. Nor are they socializing or moralizing "side consiraints" on natively acquisitive conduct. Neither are
they portable attributes, first learned independently and thereafter
attached to selected behaviors. Finally they are not in a proper sense
supererogatory functions. Eudaimonisticaily conceived, the virtues
are the natural expressions of self-actualizing individuality. They are
not supererogatory because self-actualization itself is each person's
fundamental moral responsibility. They are not "side constraints" because, in the first place, "side constraints" are a concession to the social character of existence, while for eudaimonism, true individuality
is intrillsically social in character. In this light the virtues are not
concessions, but expressions of self-fulfillment which are themselves
self-fulfilling. They are not sparsely distributed innate dispositions,
but potentialities in all persons which are only rarely actualized, and
the politics of eudaimonism is directed to securing the conditions under which their act~aalizationcan be generalized. And they are not
portable attributes but natural expressions of an individuality which,
by Spinoza's dictum omrtis determinntio est neptio, is highly selective. It
was the mistake of regarding the virtues as portable a~triblltesthat
produced in Kant, for example, the conclusion that they are in themsehes ~norallyneutral, becoming good or evil according to the purpose to which they are put.'0 In this light courage, for example, is
epitomized in the six-guns of an old West gunslinger, which are available for hire to the highest bidder. But in fact courage is highly selective, arising in the recognition that what the individua.1is responsible
for doing will not and cannot be done if he or she does not do it.
Tb set forth eudaimonism's theory of the virtues as concretely as
possible we can consider by way of example the much misunderstood
virtue of generosity. Generosity is not self-sacrifice but self-fulfillment. For the self-f~~lfilling
life is not the life of idle self-indulgence
but the life of meaningful work, and in meaningful work lies a native
theme of generosity which is expressed in two ways. In the first place
meaningful work is self-actualizing work, and self-actualization is the
objectivization of the self which is to be recognized as the gift of the
best that one is to others. But "objective" here must be strictly distinguished from that objectivity which has shaped modernity in the depersonalization of civil association and objective social structures. In
this modern usage "objectivity" and "subjectivity" bear mutually exclusive meanings, and. endorsement of the objective has been accompanied by active disparagement of the "merely subjective." But this is
a n abstractionist fallacy. Nothing in human experience is ' h e r e l y
subjective." Every human impulse is subjective in its inception but objective in its intended outcome, and because its outcome is within it
implicitly in its inception, it is never "'merely subjective."
When objectivization is understood as the expression of subjective
selfbood in objective and public fhrm, then the generosity inherent in
self-actualization becomes apparent. Self-actualization expresses the
intention to live a worthy life which, as objectively worthy, is of worth
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to whomever is capable of appreciating it as such. It is in this sense a
gift which enriches the
It is likewise a gift which by its olvn nature selects its recipients. Tile gift comprises, distinguishably bu-t inseparably, the distributable products of the enterprise of self-actualization and the qualities in the self-actualizing individual which we
term the virtues. As Aristotle notes. "everv virtrre or excellence (arctd
both brings into good condition tlik thini [per-son] of which it'is i.hi
excellence and makes the work of that thing be well done."" By virtue
of the nature of self-actualization as objectivization we may say that
giving to selected others is the intention of the self-actuali;ing individual, implicit perhaps in the beginning, hut becoming progressively more explicit as self-actualization proceeds. If this is correct,
then the corollary of the labor theory or value, namely that the products of labor are by nature the exciusive property of the laborer, is a
serious error. To account for it we may say, first, that it derives from
the error of conceiving of individuality "atomistically", i.e. as exclusive of other ~ersons."But to this must be added the consideration of
theft, which not only thwarts generosity but can turn it into the
reaction-formation of possessiveness and hoarding. Here it will not
be purse-snatching and embezzlement that lav first claim upon our
attention. What extinguishes the native generosity in rneiningful
work necessarily lies deeper than these. We find it where theft is ubiquitized under the aegis of law and popular morality, as it is by the
egalitarian supposition that at bottom ail persons are alike, and that
every person is by nature possessed of equal entitiemenc to everything. This thwarts the native generosity in meaningful work, for
when the individual gives himself through objectivization, he selects
his reci~ientsbv ~ i r t u eof the aualitative distinctiveness of the "
gift.
T h e gift is meant for those who can appreciate and utilize the qualitatively distinctive values which have been embodied in it by the expressive labors of its maker. Thus Stravinsky's Rite of Spring is meant
for those who possess the cuiti\ated capacities to appreciate and utilize its distinctive values. This appreciation and utilization by others
is a condition of the self-fulfillment of the individual. The reason is
that self-actualization causes objective worth to appear in the world
which, as objective, is of worth, by no means to the self-actualizing individual alone or primarily, but in principle to all persons, and in fact
to such Dersons as fulfill in themselves the conditions of amreciation
of worth of the distinctive kind in the given case. Therefore self-actualization is incomplete without recognition of its worth, not, to be
sure, by all other persons, but by some others. We spoke earlier of necessarv conditions of self-fulfillment, some of which cannot be selfprovided by persons as individuals. Here is one such non-self-supplyable condition, namely the proximity of other persons who through
their own self-actualization have the ca~acitvto an~reciate
and utilize
'
the contributions of a given indi\idual.'I t h i h the glorification of solitude by ronlantic individualists is a reaction-formation to their own
discovery that no one in their time and place is capable of appreciI
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ating their distinctive excellence. Where such is the case, then by eudaimonistic lights genuine injustice exists. But the glorification of solitude, though perhaps satisfying to the vanity of the individual, is a selfdefeating resort. The task instead is to generalize self-actualizing individuality by urlcovering and instituting its necessary preconditions,
thus insuring as far as possible that virtues do not go unrecognized.
O u r description of the eudaimonistic conception of generosity is
far from complete, but within the limits of this paper I can only very
briefly touch upon one more aspect. Eudaimonisnl abhors what
Durkheirn called the "malady of infinite aspirati~n."~qndividuality
is qualitative finitude, which means that in the domain of value the
fulfilled, self-actualizecl individual is a determinate this which is not
that and the other. But the "thats" and "others" are likewise determinate kinds of ~ a l u eTo
. actualize them is the responsibility of others.
It is an aspect of the n a t i ~ egenerosity in the self-fulfilling individual
that he entrusts to others the varieties of value which it is their responsibility to actualize. I n so doing he acknowledges the entitlements
of others to those distinctive kinds of goods, in appropriate amounts,
-..L:,.L
,vIIILIi L U I ~ > L ; L ~ L Cconditions of their fiilfillmerit of iheir responsibiiities. To their goods he recognizes that he has no claim, and he advances none. On the other hand egalitarianism extinguishes this form
of generosity by endorsing equal claim by all persons to all goods,
T h e effect of tliis is supply mindless envy with spurious warrant.
Uk have spoken here only of generosity, but the extended eudaimonistic thesis is that what is trueof gener&sityholds equally for such
of the virtues as wisdom, courage, temperance, justice, honesty
rvholeheartedness, resourcefulness, and love. Alike they are natural
expressions of developed individuality Alike they represent the explication of a form of sociality which inheres in personhood from the
beginning, and is progressively explicated through self-development,
namely the intrinsic sociality of true individuals. 'The principle of this
sociality, as I have argued elsewhere,24is not the "at bottom" uniformity of persons, but the complementarity of perfected differences. In
this aspect the virtues are this complementarity, as it is manifested in
different but overlapping situations. Justice, for example, is not a nonnatural artifact, but an expression of self-knowledge. Self-knowledge
is knowledge of one's fundamental moral responsibility, and of the finite entitlements which derive from it by the logic that "ought" implies
"can". The foundation of justice appears in the acknowledgment by
the individual with the lesser claim to a distributable good that his
claim is the lesser.
T h e history of political liberalism has been the history of resolute
defense of the right of the individual to political liberty. What remains
is to connect liberty with worthy self-responsible, self-determined,
intrinsically rewarding i~ldividuality.But to do this requires going beyond liberty to identify others of the necessary preconditions of selfdiscover). and self-actualization, and by instituting them, to generalize self-actualizi~lgindividuality itself. It is noteworthy that Hobbes
,.,.-"&.+..&-
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ackno.tz.ledgec?self-respcjnsil~le.self-deterrninecl indi.l-iduality to be
the securest foundation ofjustice, bui declared ii politically irrelevant
by reason of its rarity." But Hobbes took it to be an endolt-n~ent
sparsely distributed hy the 11atural lottery of birth. The eudaimonistic
thesis is that it is, instead, a potentiality in all persons ivhich is only
rarely actualized, thanks to neglect of its preconditions. 'Today we
possess sufficient knotvledge of developnient to be able to identify
these necessary preconditions, and ~ v are
e capable of instituting these
preconditions, thereby generalizing the opportunity of self-develop111ent. 'The meaning of Aristotle's identification of man as zoorz politbko?z is that selflactuaiizing individuality requires a supportive cultural cormtext. -Pb provide such is, 1 suggest, our pararnount social
responsibility.*
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